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I. Vocabulary: A word is missing in some of the sentences. Four answer choices are 
given below each of the sentences. Select the best answer (A), (B), (C) or (D) to 
complete the text. (20%) 

Passage A 

Federal agencies predict coal consumption in the power-generation   1   will fall by 6 percent 
this year. Pennsylvania’s last coal production company, St. Nicholas, now is being torn down. The 
company’s   2   is a powerful reminder of how far coal energy has fallen. 

While coal energy still has powerful supporters in Washington D.C., coal energy opponents say the 
decline is gaining   3   and cannot be reversed.  

One opponent, the Beyond Coal campaign, has been highly successful in   4   grass-roots 
opposition to proposed coal plants across the country, and in mounting legal challenges to new coal 
projects. 

But for this to happen, environmentalists also have been getting an   5   level of help from the 
federal government. 

1. (A) region          (B) sector          (C) section           (D) organization 
2. (A) demise        (B) demeanor    (C) generation       (D) transformation 
3. (A) attention        (B) support        (C) surprise           (D) momentum 
4. (A) undermining     (B) galvanizing     (C) withstanding       (D) understanding 
5. (A) undisclosed      (B) unknown       (C) unprecedented     (D) erratic 

Passage B 

Greece’s financial lenders suggested for the first time that a deal to   6   the country’s bankruptcy 
was in sight after a proposal submitted by Athens on Monday made a significant   7    
on pension cuts. 

More work was needed to ensure Greece’s figures were in line with   8   demands, but that talks 
would continue with the hope of reaching an agreement later this week. 

The new offer was a potentially   9   breakthrough in the bailout negotiations after four months 
of   10   negotiations. 

6. (A) convert        (B) avert           (C) augment           (D) divulge 
7. (A) merger        (B) conclusion       (C) concession          (D) direction 
8. (A) terrorist       (B) international      (C) creditors’           (D) consumers’ 
9. (A) decisive       (B) controversial     (C) explosive           (D) lucrative 
10. (A) profuse        (B) polemic        (C) perpetrating         (D) fractious 
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II. Grammar: A word or phrase is missing in some of the sentences. Four answer 
choices are given below each of the sentences. Select the best answer (A), (B), (C) 
or (D) to complete the sentence. (8%) 

1. Taipei National Concert Hall and Recital Hall is closed to the public _____ the air conditioning 
system is been renovated. 
(A) along        (B) during            (C) after            (D) while 

2. National Changhua University of Education recently hired ten computer mechanics in the computer 
center, some of _____ graduated from the colleges in the United States.  
(A) them        (B) which           (C) whom           (D) its 

3. _____ you have any questions about the installation of the dryer you bought, just give me a call at the 
number on the manual. 
(A) Should       (B) Could            (C) Unless          (D) Because 

4. Illness and age had changed him beyond recognition. But that he called me first, I _____ him for a 
total stranger and walk away. 
(A) would mistake        (B) mistaken     
(C) would have mistaken      (D) will have mistaken 

 
III. Cloze Test: Read the texts that follow. A word or phrase is missing in some of the 

sentences. Four answer choices are given below each of the sentences. Select the 
best answer (A), (B), (C) or (D) to complete the text. (22%) 

Questions 1-3 refer to the following email. 
To: Joy Chen jchen@hotmail.com 
Sent: June 6 
From: service@NOD32.com 
subject: your NOD32 subscription 
Dear Valued Customer, 
Your NOD32 Anti-virus subscription is schedule to automatically be renewed on July 6. As a 
reminder, your subscription   1   an automatic renewal feature which provides uninterrupted 
protection against viruses and spyware. 

1. (A) included  (B) includes    (C) including    (D) will have included 

You don’t need to do anything. NOD32 will automatically   2   the regular subscription fee of 
$70.88 to your credit card. Once the payment has been processed, we will send a separate 
confirmation email summarizing the expenses. 

2. (A) pay   (B) charge   (C) send    (D) increase 
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If you wish to cancel the automatic renewal feature, you may do so by signing in to your NOD 
account at www.myNOD32.com.   3  , cancelling the auto renewal feature will leave you at 
significant risk from the latest security threats. Also, please note that you must turn off the auto 
renewal feature by July 6 to avoid the automatic charge. 

3. (A) However    (B) Never    (C) Despite    (D) Although 

Sincerely Yours, 

NOD32 Customer Service Center 

 

Questions 4-11 refer to the following passage. 

 Tall people earn considerably more money throughout their lives than their shorter co-workers, with 

each inch adding about $900 a year in pay, according to a new study. “Height   4   career success,” says 

John Smith, a University of California professor of management, who led the study. “These findings are 

troubling since, with a few   5  , such as professional basketball, no one could argue that height is 

something essential required for job   6  ,” Smith points out. 

 Smith analyzed results of four large-scale studies in the US and Britain that followed thousands of 

people from childhood to adulthood, examining details of their work and personal lives. “If you take this 

  7   the course of a 30-year career, we’re talking about literally hundreds of thousands of dollars of 

earnings   8   that a tall person enjoys, ”Smith said. 

 Greater height boosted both subjective ratings of work performance- a supervisor’s   9   of how 

effective someone is- and   10   measures of performance- such as sales volume. Being tall may boost 

self-confidence, improving performance. Other people may also give higher   11   and greater respect to 

tall persons, giving them an edge in negotiating states, he says. 

4. (A) matters for      (B) makes out   (C) takes on       (D) works in 

5. (A) problems       (B) examples   (C) cases           (D) exceptions 

6. (A) condition       (B) environment    (C) operation        (D) performance 

7. (A) during         (B) over           (C) to              (D) on 

8. (A) loss           (B) necessity       (C) advantage       (D) deficiency 

9. (A) evaluation      (B) imagination     (C) decision         (D) judge 

10. (A) absolute       (B) objective        (C) initiative        (D) relative 

11. (A) statue         (B) state           (C) status           (D) standard 
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